Task 1. 1. eldest/oldest/first  2. abroad/to Canada  3. (childhood) dream/obsession  4. best place/country  5. four/4/many  6. three/3 months  7. to Europe  8. important match/game  9. doctors  10. waitress  11. (a/the) café  12. (the/this) season


Task 5. 1. achievement  2. varies  3. fame  4. expectations  5. Surprisingly  6. extremely capable  7. judg(e)ment(s)  9. winners  10. successful

Task 6: 1. really/Adj  2. X  3. X  4. had/Tense  5. X  6. was (thought)/Ex.word/Voice; 7. are/Agr  8. X  9. is/Miss. W.  10. are /Tense.